ENGLISH

7 Steps Writing:
✓ Show Don’t Tell
✓ Tighten the Tension
❖ Handwriting
❖ Unit 1 - Imaginative Text
Yr 3-4 writing own chapter using descriptive language to develop a change in a given character
Yr 5-6 comparing & evaluating humour in short stories
❖ Unit 2 – Yr 3-6 persuasive writing techniques and visuals to convince an audience

MATHS

❖ Operating with numbers to 10,000 & beyond
❖ Strategies
❖ Automaticity of number facts
❖ Measurement – length; time – days, months, calendars
❖ Place value- 10,000 - < 1
❖ Vertical & horizontal algorithms
❖ Number – words/numerals
❖ Data gathering / displaying / graphing
❖ +, -, , , X, ÷, = linked with problem solving

Virtues: Consideration, Courtesy, Responsibility, Respect, Friendliness, Assertiveness, Perseverance, Confidence, Tolerance
HISTORY
- Exploring change, development and continuity in Australia

Health & PE
- Ball handling skills
- Sustained exercise fitness – cross country
- Gross motor skills
- Establishing and keeping friendships and relationships
- People in their lives and media can influence health & behaviour

SCIENCE
- Physical science – Smooth Moves
  Understand cause & effect and use balanced & unbalanced forces, gravity & friction to construct chain reactions – construct a Rube Goldberg Machine

MUSIC
- Composing, playing and performing music
- Focus on repetition, memory recall and pitch direction.
- Musical elements of rhythm and beat: Kodaly songs.

GENERAL COMPETENCIES
- Active listening
- Creative thinking
- Problem solving
- Positive well-being
- Learning & following routines
- Self-monitoring learning
- 100% effort